How to find etc.venues Fenchurch Street
43/44 Crutched Friars, London EC3N 2HH

By train
Exit Fenchurch Street station via Exits 2 & 3, you will need to turn right upon exiting the stations and onto Coopers Row*, from here follow the directions as outlined below for exiting the Underground.

By Underground
District or Circle Lines to Tower Hill Station. Tower Hill is approximately 5 minutes walk. From either Eastbound or Westbound platforms, follow the Way Out signs saying Fenchurch Street and Tower Gateway DLR. Go up the steps and into the station ticket area. Turn right out of the station and onto Coopers Row*.

Follow Coopers Row for 250 metres (you’ll see a large stone railway bridge ahead of you) and at the end of the road, just after the bridge, turn left onto Crutched Friars. Walk approx. 200 yards along Crutched Friars and the City Suite entrance can be found on the right hand side, directly next door to French Ordinary Court and the Lloyds Club.

By DLR
Tower Gateway Station is approximately 7 minutes walk. At the station exit, cross over the Minories and follow signs to Tower Hill underground station (100 metres away). Just before the underground station entrance, turn left down the steps. At the bottom of the steps, turn right, up a slope with steps at the end. At the top of the steps, turn right and walk towards the underground station exit (25 metres up on the right hand side). Follow the directions from * above.

By London Cycle Scheme
There is a “Boris bike” docking station located on Crosswall, located just off Coopers Row.
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